It’s well known that EBSCO is the information resource for academic institutions around the world. But did you know that thousands of corporations also turn to EBSCO for scientific, technical, medical and business content?
Who are we?

8/10 Google Page Ranking (PRchecker.info)
Dun & Bradstreet Financial Rating 5A1
One of the 200 Largest Private Companies in the United States (Forbes)
What do we do?

Provide premium information for the highest levels of research and development

Serve millions of end-users

Develop new and enhance existing products to offer the best experience – hands down
What sets us apart?

Customized content, services and technologies to meet specific information needs

Tools that support research needs via optimal design and cloud deployment

Specialty designed databases to meet your industry-specific needs
Information tools and workflow solutions that grow with your industry and your company’s needs
Go Deep in Your Research

Industry-specific databases provide access to vital information to support research and development.
Researchers

Provide recent evidence-based content on a variety of subjects. Help R&D develop a state of the art research landscape.

Product Management

Offer cutting-edge serial content and proceedings from top industry conferences in innovation management, requirements protocol, and development methodologies to guide your PM through every phase of the product life cycle.

Engineers

Use thousands of documents and diagrams in every facet of engineering to ensure best practices throughout engineering projects and facilitate decision engineering at the organizational level.

Journals

Conference Proceedings

Diagrams

Reports

And More...
Created by the *Institution of Engineering and Technology*, this leading database provides abstracts and indexing to the world’s scientific and technical papers in:

- Physics
- Electrical engineering
- Electronics
- Communications
- Computing

- Information technology
- Manufacturing
- Production
- Mechanical engineering
- And More…
Arm your engineers

**Engineering Source™**

Ensure every engineer at any level has access to field-related information.

Whether they are in R&D or product management, accessing best practices, benchmarks and current industry content means your engineers can stay ahead of the competition.

*Engineering Source* provides unmatched indexing and coverage for engineering journals, magazines, trade publications and more...

**Applied Science & Technology Source™**

Understand traditional engineering challenges.

Access a variety of content in an array of subjects including applied mathematics, computer databases and software, new technology and more.

*Applied Science & Technology Source* covers the full spectrum of R&D in the applied sciences and computing disciplines.

**EXAMPLE OF TITLES**

- Engineering Management Journal
- iJIM, Interactive Mobile Technologies
- Polymers for Advanced Technologies
- The Computer Journal
Business and Market Research
Take the pulse of your industry, keep current with news and information and find the next big opportunity.
Stay ahead of the competition with the most comprehensive collection of market information today. Get relevant and actionable information including company information, business content and current news.

**Company Information™**

Provides detailed information for over a million of the world’s largest public and private companies.

**Current News View™**

- News from top providers: CNBC, NPR, BusinessWire and Reuters
- Newspapers via NewsEdge
- Thousands of newsfeeds from leading business publications
- Updated every 15 minutes

“…BSC+ is a powerful business information resource offering a huge range of content…”

— 2016 JINFO Review
Unlock the Right Resources With One Click

A single-search box unlocks all the information resources available to your company.
Did You Know?

**EBSCO Discovery Service™** is an enterprise discovery and research platform that supports all your organization’s research needs.

---

**The Benefit Breakdown:**

- Features the most comprehensive index of journals, e-books, and magazines
- Provides access to those resources that are the most current and relevant for your specific industry
- Can be readily extended to support research needs across any subject area
Take your Resources to the Next Level

EBSCO Professional Services

Our globally-based teams will work with you to identify high value access opportunities through:

- Apps and Cloud Services
- HTML Widgets for Intranet and Cloud-based Sites
- Custom User Interface Design

- Training and Marketing Promotion
- And More…
EBSCO for the Technology Industry

In-depth content to support research and to help drive the success of your company.

Start my FREE trial.  Request it here.

Visit us on the web: www.ebsco.com
Call: (800) 653-2726
Email: information@ebsco.com